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Materials Processing is the first textbook to bring the fundamental concepts of
materials processing together in a unified approach that highlights the overlap in
scientific and engineering principles. It teaches students the key principles
involved in the processing of engineering materials, specifically metals, ceramics
and polymers, from starting or raw materials through to the final functional forms.
Its self-contained approach is based on the state of matter most central to the
shaping of the material: melt, solid, powder, dispersion and solution, and vapor.
With this approach, students learn processing fundamentals and appreciate the
similarities and differences between the materials classes. The book uses a
consistent nomenclature that allow for easier comparisons between various
materials and processes. Emphasis is on fundamental principles that gives
students a strong foundation for understanding processing and manufacturing
methods. Development of connections between processing and structure builds
on students’ existing knowledge of structure-property relationships. Examples of
both standard and newer additive manufacturing methods throughout provide
students with an overview of the methods that they will likely encounter in their
careers. This book is intended primarily for upper-level undergraduates and
beginning graduate students in Materials Science and Engineering who are
already schooled in the structure and properties of metals, ceramics and
polymers, and are ready to apply their knowledge to materials processing. It will
also appeal to students from other engineering disciplines who have completed
an introductory materials science and engineering course. Coverage of metal,
ceramic and polymer processing in a single text provides a self-contained
approach and consistent nomenclature that allow for easier comparisons
between various materials and processes Emphasis on fundamental principles
gives students a strong foundation for understanding processing and
manufacturing methods Development of connections between processing and
structure builds on students’ existing knowledge of structure - property
relationships Examples of both standard and newer additive manufacturing
methods throughout provide students with an overview of the methods that they
will likely encounter in their careers
A Comprehensive Reference for Electrochemical Engineering Theory and
Application From chemical and electronics manufacturing, to hybrid vehicles,
energy storage, and beyond, electrochemical engineering touches many
industries—any many lives—every day. As energy conservation becomes of central
importance, so too does the science that helps us reduce consumption, reduce
waste, and lessen our impact on the planet. Electrochemical Engineering
provides a reference for scientists and engineers working with electrochemical
processes, and a rigorous, thorough text for graduate students and upperdivision undergraduates. Merging theoretical concepts with widespread
application, this book is designed to provide critical knowledge in a real-world
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context. Beginning with the fundamental principles underpinning the field, the
discussion moves into industrial and manufacturing processes that blend central
ideas to provide an advanced understanding while explaining observable results.
Fully-worked illustrations simplify complex processes, and end-of chapter
questions help reinforce essential knowledge. With in-depth coverage of both the
practical and theoretical, this book is both a thorough introduction to and a useful
reference for the field. Rigorous in depth, yet grounded in relevance,
Electrochemical Engineering: Introduces basic principles from the standpoint of
practical application Explores the kinetics of electrochemical reactions with
discussion on thermodynamics, reaction fundamentals, and transport Covers
battery and fuel cell characteristics, mechanisms, and system design Delves into
the design and mechanics of hybrid and electric vehicles, including regenerative
braking, start-stop hybrids, and fuel cell systems Examines electrodeposition,
redox-flow batteries, electrolysis, regenerative fuel cells, semiconductors, and
other applications of electrochemical engineering principles Overlapping
chemical engineering, chemistry, material science, mechanical engineering, and
electrical engineering, electrochemical engineering covers a diverse array of
phenomena explained by some of the important scientific discoveries of our time.
Electrochemical Engineering provides the critical understanding required to work
effectively with these processes as they become increasingly central to global
sustainability.
This solutions manual accompanies the author's text, Chemical Engineering
Design and Analysis (ISBN 0-521-646065) published by Cambridge University
Press in 1998.
Written by a highly regarded author with industrial and academic experience, this
new edition of an established bestselling book provides practical guidance for
students, researchers, and those in chemical engineering. The book includes a
new section on sustainable energy, with sections on carbon capture and
sequestration, as a result of increasing environmental awareness; and a
companion website that includes problems, worked solutions, and Excel
spreadsheets to enable students to carry out complex calculations.
Designed for undergraduates, graduate students, and industry practitioners,
Bioseparations Science and Engineering fills a critical need in the field of
bioseparations. Current, comprehensive, and concise, it covers bioseparations
unit operations in unprecedented depth. In each of the chapters, the authors use
a consistent method of explaining unit operations, starting with a qualitative
description noting the significance and general application of the unit operation.
They then illustrate the scientific application of the operation, develop the
required mathematical theory, and finally, describe the applications of the theory
in engineering practice, with an emphasis on design and scaleup. Unique to this
text is a chapter dedicated to bioseparations process design and economics, in
which a process simular, SuperPro Designer® is used to analyze and evaluate
the production of three important biological products. New to this second edition
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are updated discussions of moment analysis, computer simulation, membrane
chromatography, and evaporation, among others, as well as revised problem
sets. Unique features include basic information about bioproducts and
engineering analysis and a chapter with bioseparations laboratory exercises.
Bioseparations Science and Engineering is ideal for students and professionals
working in or studying bioseparations, and is the premier text in the field.
The Future of Nursing explores how nurses' roles, responsibilities, and education
should change significantly to meet the increased demand for care that will be
created by health care reform and to advance improvements in America's
increasingly complex health system. At more than 3 million in number, nurses
make up the single largest segment of the health care work force. They also
spend the greatest amount of time in delivering patient care as a profession.
Nurses therefore have valuable insights and unique abilities to contribute as
partners with other health care professionals in improving the quality and safety
of care as envisioned in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) enacted this year. Nurses
should be fully engaged with other health professionals and assume leadership
roles in redesigning care in the United States. To ensure its members are wellprepared, the profession should institute residency training for nurses, increase
the percentage of nurses who attain a bachelor's degree to 80 percent by 2020,
and double the number who pursue doctorates. Furthermore, regulatory and
institutional obstacles -- including limits on nurses' scope of practice -- should be
removed so that the health system can reap the full benefit of nurses' training,
skills, and knowledge in patient care. In this book, the Institute of Medicine makes
recommendations for an action-oriented blueprint for the future of nursing.
Learn Chemical Reaction Engineering through Reasoning, Not Memorization
Essentials of Chemical Reaction Engineering is the complete, modern
introduction to chemical reaction engineering for today's undergraduate students.
Starting from the strengths of his classic Elements of Chemical Reaction
Engineering, Fourth Edition, in this volume H. Scott Fogler added new material
and distilled the essentials for undergraduate students. Fogler's unique way of
presenting the material helps students gain a deep, intuitive understanding of the
field's essentials through reasoning, using a CRE algorithm, not memorization.
He especially focuses on important new energy and safety issues, ranging from
solar and biomass applications to the avoidance of runaway reactions.
Thoroughly classroom tested, this text reflects feedback from hundreds of
students at the University of Michigan and other leading universities. It also
provides new resources to help students discover how reactors behave in diverse
situations-including many realistic, interactive simulations on DVD-ROM. New
Coverage Includes Greater emphasis on safety: following the recommendations
of the Chemical Safety Board (CSB), discussion of crucial safety topics, including
ammonium nitrate CSTR explosions, case studies of the nitroaniline explosion,
and the T2 Laboratories batch reactor runaway Solar energy conversions:
chemical, thermal, and catalytic water spilling Algae production for biomass
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Steady-state nonisothermal reactor design: flow reactors with heat exchange
Unsteady-state nonisothermal reactor design with case studies of reactor
explosions About the DVD-ROM The DVD contains six additional, graduate-level
chapters covering catalyst decay, external diffusion effects on heterogeneous
reactions, diffusion and reaction, distribution of residence times for reactors,
models for non-ideal reactors, and radial and axial temperature variations in
tubular reactions. Extensive additional DVD resources include Summary notes,
Web modules, additional examples, derivations, audio commentary, and selftests Interactive computer games that review and apply important chapter
concepts Innovative "Living Example Problems" with Polymath code that can be
loaded directly from the DVD so students can play with the solution to get an
innate feeling of how reactors operate A 15-day trial of Polymath(tm) is included,
along with a link to the Fogler Polymath site A complete, new AspenTech tutorial,
and four complete example problems Visual Encyclopedia of Equipment, Reactor
Lab, and other intuitive tools More than 500 PowerPoint slides of lecture notes
Additional updates, applications, and information are available at
www.umich.edu/~essen and www.essentialsofcre.com.
Focused on the undergraduate audience, Chemical Reaction Engineering
provides students with complete coverage of the fundamentals, including indepth coverage of chemical kinetics. By introducing heterogeneous chemistry
early in the book, the text gives students the knowledge they need to solve real
chemistry and industrial problems. An emphasis on problem-solving and
numerical techniques ensures students learn and practice the skills they will need
later on, whether for industry or graduate work.
A brand new book, FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
THERMODYNAMICS makes the abstract subject of chemical engineering
thermodynamics more accessible to undergraduate students. The subject is presented
through a problem-solving inductive (from specific to general) learning approach,
written in a conversational and approachable manner. Suitable for either a onesemester course or two-semester sequence in the subject, this book covers
thermodynamics in a complete and mathematically rigorous manner, with an emphasis
on solving practical engineering problems. The approach taken stresses problemsolving, and draws from best practice engineering teaching strategies.
FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS uses
examples to frame the importance of the material. Each topic begins with a motivational
example that is investigated in context to that topic. This framing of the material is
helpful to all readers, particularly to global learners who require big picture insights, and
hands-on learners who struggle with abstractions. Each worked example is fully
annotated with sketches and comments on the thought process behind the solved
problems. Common errors are presented and explained. Extensive margin notes add to
the book accessibility as well as presenting opportunities for investigation. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
A compilation of the calculation procedures needed every day on the job by chemical
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engineers. Tables of Contents: Physical and Chemical Properties; Stoichiometry;
Phase Equilibrium; Chemical-Reaction Equilibrium; Reaction Kinetics and Reactor
Design; Flow of Fluids and Solids; Heat Transfer; Distillation; Extraction and Leaching;
Crystallization; Filtration; Liquid Agitation; Size Reduction; Drying: Evaporation;
Environmental Engineering in the Plant. Illustrations. Index.
This reference describes the role of various intermolecular and interparticle forces in
determining the properties of simple systems such as gases, liquids and solids, with a
special focus on more complex colloidal, polymeric and biological systems. The book
provides a thorough foundation in theories and concepts of intermolecular forces,
allowing researchers and students to recognize which forces are important in any
particular system, as well as how to control these forces. This third edition is expanded
into three sections and contains five new chapters over the previous edition. · starts
from the basics and builds up to more complex systems · covers all aspects of
intermolecular and interparticle forces both at the fundamental and applied levels ·
multidisciplinary approach: bringing together and unifying phenomena from different
fields · This new edition has an expanded Part III and new chapters on non-equilibrium
(dynamic) interactions, and tribology (friction forces)
This 3rd edition provides chemical engineers with process control techniques that are
used in practice while offering detailed mathematical analysis. Numerous examples and
simulations are used to illustrate key theoretical concepts. New exercises are integrated
throughout several chapters to reinforce concepts.
The Leading Integrated Chemical Process Design Guide: Now with New Problems,
New Projects, and More More than ever, effective design is the focal point of sound
chemical engineering. Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes, Third
Edition, presents design as a creative process that integrates both the big picture and
the small details–and knows which to stress when, and why. Realistic from start to
finish, this book moves readers beyond classroom exercises into open-ended, realworld process problem solving. The authors introduce integrated techniques for every
facet of the discipline, from finance to operations, new plant design to existing process
optimization. This fully updated Third Edition presents entirely new problems at the end
of every chapter. It also adds extensive coverage of batch process design, including
realistic examples of equipment sizing for batch sequencing; batch scheduling for multiproduct plants; improving production via intermediate storage and parallel equipment;
and new optimization techniques specifically for batch processes. Coverage includes
Conceptualizing and analyzing chemical processes: flow diagrams, tracing, process
conditions, and more Chemical process economics: analyzing capital and
manufacturing costs, and predicting or assessing profitability Synthesizing and
optimizing chemical processing: experience-based principles, BFD/PFD, simulations,
and more Analyzing process performance via I/O models, performance curves, and
other tools Process troubleshooting and “debottlenecking” Chemical engineering
design and society: ethics, professionalism, health, safety, and new “green
engineering” techniques Participating successfully in chemical engineering design
teams Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes, Third Edition, draws on
nearly 35 years of innovative chemical engineering instruction at West Virginia
University. It includes suggested curricula for both single-semester and year-long
design courses; case studies and design projects with practical applications; and
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appendixes with current equipment cost data and preliminary design information for
eleven chemical processes–including seven brand new to this edition.
Advanced Calculus
For Senior-level and graduate courses in Biochemical Engineering, and for programs in
Agricultural and Biological Engineering or Bioengineering. This concise yet
comprehensive text introduces the essential concepts of bioprocessing-internal
structure and functions of different types of microorganisms, major metabolic pathways,
enzymes, microbial genetics, kinetics and stoichiometry of growth and product
information-to traditional chemical engineers and those in related disciplines. It explores
the engineering principles necessary for bioprocess synthesis and design, and
illustrates the application of these principles to modern biotechnology for production of
pharmaceuticals and biologics, solution of environmental problems, production of
commodities, and medical applications.
While most books examine only the classical aspects of hydrology, this three-volume
set covers multiple aspects of hydrology, and includes contributions from experts from
more than 30 countries. It examines new approaches, addresses growing concerns
about hydrological and ecological connectivity, and considers the worldwide impact of
climate change. It also provides updated material on hydrological science and
engineering, discussing recent developments as well as classic approaches. Published
in three books, Fundamentals and Applications; Modeling, Climate Change, and
Variability; and Environmental Hydrology and Water Management, the entire set
consists of 87 chapters, and contains 29 chapters in each book. Students, practitioners,
policy makers, consultants and researchers can benefit from the use of this text.
Process Control: Modeling, Design, and Simulation is the first complete introduction to process
control that fully integrates software tools-helping you master critical techniques hands-on,
using MATLAB-based computer simulations. Author B. Wayne Bequette includes process
control diagrams, dynamic modeling, feedback control, frequency response analysis
techniques, control loop tuning, and start-to-finish chemical process control case studies.
This book addresses modern nonlinear programming (NLP) concepts and algorithms,
especially as they apply to challenging applications in chemical process engineering. The
author provides a firm grounding in fundamental NLP properties and algorithms, and relates
them to real-world problem classes in process optimization, thus making the material
understandable and useful to chemical engineers and experts in mathematical optimization.
"Process design is the focal point of chemical engineering practice: the creative activity through
which engineers continuously improve facility operations to create products that enhance life.
Effective chemical engineering design requires students to integrate a broad spectrum of
knowledge and intellectual skills, so they can analyze both the big picture and minute details and know when to focus on each. Through three previous editions, this book has established
itself as the leading resource for students seeking to apply what they've learned in real-world,
open-ended process problems. The authors help students hone and synthesize their design
skills through expert coverage of preliminary equipment sizing, flowsheet optimization,
economic evaluation, operation and control, simulation, and other key topics. This new Fourth
Edition is extensively updated to reflect new technologies, simulation techniques, and process
control strategies, and to include new pedagogical features including concise summaries and
end-of-chapter lists of skills and knowledge."--pub. desc.
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development -- Utilities
and energy efficient design -- Process simulation -- Instrumentation and process control -Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -- Estimating revenues and production costs
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-- Economic evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -- General site considerations
-- Optimization in design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and
design -- Design of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors and mixers -- Separation of fluids -Separation columns (distillation, absorption and extraction) -- Specification and design of solidshandling equipment -- Heat transfer equipment -- Transport and storage of fluids.
Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers, Second Edition, with Microfluidics and CFD,
systematically introduces fluid mechanics from the perspective of the chemical engineer who
must understand actual physical behavior and solve real-world problems. Building on a first
edition that earned Choice Magazine's Outstanding Academic Title award, this edition has
been thoroughly updated to reflect the field's latest advances. This second edition contains
extensive new coverage of both microfluidics and computational fluid dynamics, systematically
demonstrating CFD through detailed examples using FlowLab and COMSOL Multiphysics. The
chapter on turbulence has been extensively revised to address more complex and realistic
challenges, including turbulent mixing and recirculating flows.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. The Concise, Easy-to-Use
Guide to Designing Chemical Process Equipment and Evaluating Its Performance Trends such
as shale-gas resource development call for a deeper understanding of chemical engineering
equipment and design. Chemical Process Equipment Design complements leading texts by
providing concise, focused coverage of these topics, filling a major gap in undergraduate
chemical engineering education. Richard Turton and Joseph A. Shaeiwitz present relevant
design equations, show how to analyze operation of existing equipment, and offer a practical
methodology for designing new equipment and for solving common problems. Theoretical
derivations are avoided in favor of working equations, practical computational strategies, and
approximately eighty realistic worked examples. The authors identify which equation applies to
each situation, and show exactly how to use it to design equipment. By the time
undergraduates have worked through this material, they will be able to create preliminary
designs for most process equipment found in a typical chemical plant that processes gases
and/or liquids. They will also learn how to evaluate the performance of that equipment, even
when operating conditions differ from the design case. Coverage includes Process fluid
mechanics: designing and evaluating pumps, compressors, valves, and other piping systems
Process heat transfer: designing and evaluating heat exchange equipment Separation
equipment: understanding fundamental relationships underlying separation devices, designing
them, and assessing their performance Reactors: basic equations and specific issues relating
to chemical reactor equipment design and performance Other equipment: preliminary analysis
and design for pressure vessels, simple phase-separators (knock-out drums), and steam
ejectors This guide draws on fifty years of innovative chemical engineering instruction at West
Virginia University and elsewhere. It complements popular undergraduate textbooks for
practical courses in fluid mechanics, heat transfer, reactors, or separations; supports senior
design courses; and can serve as a core title in courses on equipment design.
This text explains the concepts behind process design. It uses a case study approach, guiding
readers through realistic design problems, and referring back to these cases at the end of each
chapter. Throughout, the author uses shortcut techniques that allow engineers to obtain the
whole focus for a design in a very short period (generally less than two days).
This 1998 book introduces the basics of engineering design and analysis for beginning
chemical engineering undergraduate students.

This best-selling resource provides a general overview and basic information for
all adult intensive care units. The material is presented in a brief and quickaccess format which allows for topic and exam review. It provides enough
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detailed and specific information to address most all questions and problems that
arise in the ICU. Emphasis on fundamental principles in the text should prove
useful for patient care outside the ICU as well. New chapters in this edition
include hyperthermia and hypothermia syndromes; infection control in the ICU;
and severe airflow obstruction. Sections have been reorganized and consolidated
when appropriate to reinforce concepts.
More than ever, effective design is the focal point of sound chemical engineering.
Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes, Fifth Edition, presents
design as a creative process that integrates the big-picture and small details, and
knows which to stress when and why. Realistic from start to finish, it moves
students beyond classroom exercises into open-ended, real-world problem
solving. The authors introduce up-to-date, integrated techniques ranging from
finance to operations, and new plant design to existing process optimization.
Coverage includes updated safety and ethics resources and economic factors
indices, as well as an extensive section focused on process equipment design
and performance, covering equipment design for common unit operations, such
as fluid flow, heat transfer, separations, reactors, and more. For each equipment
type, it presents design rationales and correlations; rating, sizing, and mechanical
considerations; performance assessment techniques; illustrative examples, and
full sample designs.
A comprehensive and example oriented text for the study of chemical process
design and simulation Chemical Process Design and Simulation is an accessible
guide that offers information on the most important principles of chemical
engineering design and includes illustrative examples of their application that
uses simulation software. A comprehensive and practical resource, the text uses
both Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys simulation software. The author describes the
basic methodologies for computer aided design and offers a description of the
basic steps of process simulation in Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys. The text
reviews the design and simulation of individual simple unit operations that
includes a mathematical model of each unit operation such as reactors,
separators, and heat exchangers. The author also explores the design of new
plants and simulation of existing plants where conventional chemicals and
material mixtures with measurable compositions are used. In addition, to aid in
comprehension, solutions to examples of real problems are included. The final
section covers plant design and simulation of processes using nonconventional
components. This important resource: Includes information on the application of
both the Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys software that enables a comparison of the
two software systems Combines the basic theoretical principles of chemical
process and design with real-world examples Covers both processes with
conventional organic chemicals and processes with more complex materials such
as solids, oil blends, polymers and electrolytes Presents examples that are
solved using a new version of Aspen software, ASPEN One 9 Written for
students and academics in the field of process design, Chemical Process Design
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and Simulation is a practical and accessible guide to the chemical process
design and simulation using proven software.
"The fourth edition of Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering is a completely
revised version of the book. It combines authoritative coverage of the principles
of chemical reaction engineering with an unsurpassed focus on critical thinking
and creative problem solving, employing open-ended questions and stressing the
Socratic method. Clear and organized, it integrates text, visuals, and computer
simulations to help readers solve even the most challenging problems through
reasoning, rather than by memorizing equations."--BOOK JACKET.
This is the most current textbook in teaching the basic concepts of abstract
algebra. The author finds that there are many students who just memorise a
theorem without having the ability to apply it to a given problem. Therefore, this is
a hands-on manual, where many typical algebraic problems are provided for
students to be able to apply the theorems and to actually practice the methods
they have learned. Each chapter begins with a statement of a major result in
Group and Ring Theory, followed by problems and solutions. Contents: Tools
and Major Results of Groups; Problems in Group Theory; Tools and Major
Results of Ring Theory; Problems in Ring Theory; Index.
A combination of two texts authored by Patrick Dunn, this set covers sensor
technology as well as basic measurement and data analysis subjects, a
combination not covered together in other references. Written for junior-level
mechanical and aerospace engineering students, the topic coverage allows for
flexible approaches to using the combination book in courses. MATLAB®
applications are included in all sections of the combination, and concise, applied
coverage of sensor technology is offered. Numerous chapter examples and
problems are included, with complete solutions available.
Market_Desc: · Chemical, Mechanical, Nuclear, Industrial Engineers Special
Features: · Careful attention is paid to the presentation of the basic theory·
Enhanced sections throughout text provide much firmer foundation than the first
edition· Literature citations are given throughout for reference to additional
material About The Book: The long-awaited revision of a classic! This new edition
presents a balanced introduction to transport phenomena, which is the
foundation of its long-standing success. Topics include mass transport,
momentum transport and energy transport, which are presented at three different
scales: molecular, microscopic and macroscopic.
A clear, informative look at the scientific principles behind modern
mircoelectronics technology traces the history of the microchip, discusses its
varied of functions, and speculates about the future of microelectronics. UP.
This book discusses and illustrates practical problem solving in the major areas of
chemical and biochemical engineering and related disciplines using the novel software
capabilities of POLYMATH, Excel, and MATLAB. Students and engineering/scientific
professionals will be able to develop and enhance their abilities to effectively and
efficiently solve realistic problems from the simple to the complex. This new edition
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greatly expands the coverage to include chapters on biochemical engineering,
separation processes and process control. Recent advances in the POLYMATH
software package and new book chapters on Excel and MATLAB usage allow for
exceptional efficiency and flexibility in achieving problem solutions. All of the problems
are clearly organized and many complete and partial solutions are provided for all three
packages. A special web site provides additional resources for readers and special
reduced pricing for the latest educational version of POLYMATH.
Introductory Transport Phenomena by R. Byron Bird, Warren E. Stewart, Edwin N.
Lightfoot, and Daniel Klingenberg is a new introductory textbook based on the classic
Bird, Stewart, Lightfoot text, Transport Phenomena. The authors’ goal in writing this
book reflects topics covered in an undergraduate course. Some of the rigorous topics
suitable for the advanced students have been retained. The text covers topics such as:
the transport of momentum; the transport of energy and the transport of chemical
species. The organization of the material is similar to Bird/Stewart/Lightfoot, but
presentation has been thoughtfully revised specifically for undergraduate students
encountering these concepts for the first time. Devoting more space to mathematical
derivations and providing fuller explanations of mathematical developments—including a
section of the appendix devoted to mathematical topics—allows students to comprehend
transport phenomena concepts at an undergraduate level.
Solutions Manual for Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical ProcessesPrentice
HallAnalysis, Synthesis and Design of Chemical ProcessesPearson Education
The Leading Integrated Chemical Process Design Guide: With Extensive Coverage of
Equipment Design and Other Key Topics More than ever, effective design is the focal
point of sound chemical engineering. Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical
Processes, Fifth Edition, presents design as a creative process that integrates the bigpicture and small details, and knows which to stress when and why. Realistic from start
to finish, it moves readers beyond classroom exercises into open-ended, real-world
problem solving. The authors introduce up-to-date, integrated techniques ranging from
finance to operations, and new plant design to existing process optimization. The fifth
edition includes updated safety and ethics resources and economic factors indices, as
well as an extensive, new section focused on process equipment design and
performance, covering equipment design for common unit operations, such as fluid
flow, heat transfer, separations, reactors, and more. Conceptualization and analysis:
process diagrams, configurations, batch processing, product design, and analyzing
existing processes Economic analysis: estimating fixed capital investment and
manufacturing costs, measuring process profitability, and more Synthesis and
optimization: process simulation, thermodynamic models, separation operations, heat
integration, steady-state and dynamic process simulators, and process regulation
Chemical equipment design and performance: a full section of expanded and revamped
coverage of designing process equipment and evaluating the performance of current
equipment Advanced steady-state simulation: goals, models, solution strategies, and
sensitivity and optimization results Dynamic simulation: goals, development, solution
methods, algorithms, and solvers Societal impacts: ethics, professionalism, health,
safety, environmental issues, and green engineering Interpersonal and communication
skills: working in teams, communicating effectively, and writing better reports This text
draws on a combined 55 years of innovative instruction at West Virginia University
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(WVU) and the University of Nevada, Reno. It includes suggested curricula for one- and
two-semester design courses, case studies, projects, equipment cost data, and
extensive preliminary design information for jump-starting more detailed analyses.
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